
Shatterpoint: Star Wars Legends (Star WarsLegends) By Matthew Stover Shatterpoint reddit The
jungle planet of Haruun Kal homeworld of the legendary Jedi Master Mace Windu has become a
battleground in the increasing hostilities between the Republic and the renegade Separatist
movement. Shatterpoint core set The only clue to her disappearance is a cryptic recording left at
the scene of a brutal massacre: a recording that hints of madness and murder and the darkness in
the jungle. Shatterpoint reddit And he will learn the terrible price that must be paid when keepers
of the peace are forced to make war Shatterpoint: Star Wars Legends (Star WarsLegends)Matthew
Woodring Stover (born 1962) is an American fantasy and science fiction novelist. EBook
shatterpoint core He has written four science fiction/fantasy hybrid stories featuring a hero named
Caine: Heroes Die Blade of Tyshalle and Caine Black Knife with the most recent Caine's Law
released April 4 2012. EBook shatterpoint vs The creators of “Republic Commando” touted it as a
dark gritty game and while I love it what that really meant was that everything looked dirtier and
the aliens got juice on you when you stabbed them. Graphic-literature shatterpoint stl
“Shatterpoint” is essentially “Heart of Darkness” with Jedi and brings a whole lot of apartheid
analogues which make it one of the most explicit depictions of racism ever seen in Star Wars.
Shatterpoint mini instructions This is not just “these people don’t get along” like the Naboo and
Gungans either there is blood spilled it is incredibly violent in places often from the most unexpected
areas and the whole book is relentless in wearing down its protagonists and the reader.
Shatterpoint pdf “Shatterpoint” is essentially a Mace Windu character study and gives some
interesting looks into not only Mace but also the nature of the force and the dark side and what it
means to be a peacekeeper in a time of war. Shatterpoint tabletop simulator Overall I can’t really
recommend this enough to Clone Wars era or Mace Windu fans and even for Star Wars fans in
general I think it’s still worth a look as there is really not much else quite like it. Shatterpoint rules
It takes place only a short while after Geonosis and Stover really gets his fingers into Windu's
anguish over killing Jango Fett and general retrospection over that entire episode which I found
really fascinating. Shatterpoint terrain The characterization of Depa Billaba well all the
characterization really since this is now EU is take it or leave it especially given the direction Disney
has gone with her as Kanan's master. Shatterpoint ewoks English is that the author fails to see
what he uncovers here the true point of balance of the force itself neither good nor bad and in doing
so he maintains a rather conventional take on Jedi ethics which remains a mere refection of a galaxy
not so far far away if only he had the will to tolerate the very epicentre where the sith and jedi part
ways at a philosophical level both a reaction against the oblivion of the jungle the jedi vow of
selflessness is as untenable as the sith elevation of personal status they balance each other out
Vader did bring balance to the Force and the prophesies were fulfilled:

Shatterpoint core set

In this essential Star Wars Legends novel Mace Windu must journey to his long forgotten homeworld
to confront a terrifying mystery with dire personal consequences. Shatterpoint ebook reader The
Jedi Council has sent Depa BillabaMaces former Padawan and fellow Council memberto Haruun Kal
to train the local tribesmen as a guerrilla resistance force. Shatterpoint db But now the Separatists
have pulled back and Depa has not returned. Shatterpoint tabletop simulator He will leave
behind the Republic he serves the civilization he believes in everything but his passion for peace and
his devotion to his former Padawan, Shatterpoint mini instructions He may be known best for his
four Star Wars novels including the novelization of Star Wars: Episode III – Revenge of the Sith.
Shatterpoint reddit He has also written several fantasy novels including Iron Dawn and Jericho
Moon. Shatterpoint book If you’re a Star Wars fan that likes Mace Windu and likes a bit of real
issues mixed in with your sci fi then “Shatterpoint” is the book for you. Kindle shatterpoint rex It
is by far the most adult piece of Star Wars media I have ever consumed. Graphic-literature
shatterpoint While he’s arguably one of the most popular prequel characters in the movies he is
essentially just Mace Windu: Awesome Jedi. Shatterpoint tabletop simulator Even in the comics



and The Clone Wars we don’t get a great deal of information about the kind of man he is.
Shatterpoint tokens Aside from that there are some very creatively written action scenes that are
pretty inventive in places and written in a way that it’s always clear what’s happening, Shatterpoint
list builder Some people write action scenes and it’s a mess of people jumping and kicking and you
have little real notion of what it would actually look like, Shatterpoint rules English Although no
longer 'canon' I purchased this novel because I loved Matthew Stover's prose in ROTS and anything
exploring Mace Windu's character was sure to be enthralling. Shatterpoint core set This story is
not about the galaxy it is about earthy dirty Darkness in a jungle. Shatterpoint rules The first
chapters provide some excellent exposition in this respect. Shatterpoint ebook reader The overall
plot is rather like plodding through tangled undergrowth which is probably half the point.
Shatterpoint ebook3000 It's not a thrilling read by any means not nearly as good as ROTS but
*definitely* worth reading if you can't get enough Mace Windu: Kindle shatterpoint rex English I
hadn’t read this book for yea4 and tears so it was amazing ti be able to pick this up and feel like it
was t first read: Shatterpoint reddit The unabridged audiobook is a phenomenal companion to
listen to as well: Book shatter me In this book Mace has a mission back on his home planet a place
he hadn’t visited in decades: Shatterpoint star wars With creatures out of nightmares jungle
battles and dark force powers this really is a fantastic action packed novel perfect for prequel trilogy
fans. Shatterpoint tabletop simulator English Text is too small so I had to squint when reading. a
recording in Depas own voice.Mace Windu trained Depa. Only he can find her. Only he can learn
what has changed her. Only he can stop her.It’s also the greatest insight into the mind of Mace
Windu. Skip to the end for clones. Put down after I got to page two. English

.


